SPECIALISED INDUSTRIAL TECHNICAL CLEANING AND WORKPLACE SAFETY
OUR DIVISIONS

SPECIALISED SERVICES
- RAPID™
  SPECIALISED TECHNICAL INDUSTRIAL CLEANING
  A division of Rapid Spill Response™

- RAPID™
  SPECIALISED ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANING
  A division of Rapid Spill Response™

- RAPID™
  ASBESTOS STRIPPING AND DEMOLITION
  A division of Rapid Spill Response™

WORKPLACE PRODUCTS
- RAPID™
  Clean & Safe
  A division of Rapid Spill Response™

TRAINING AND AUDITING
- RAPID™
  TRAINING AND AUDITING
  A division of Rapid Spill Response™

www.rapidspillresponse.com

better safe than sorry
How are your incidents currently being managed and cleaned?

www.rapidspillresponse.com

YOU’RE DOING IT WRONG

better safe than sorry
Why Rapid Spill Response™?

Rapid Spill Response™ always has the best interest of our clients and our teams in mind. We always ensure that our teams are:

- donned into the correct PPE
- transported to site in vehicles with crew cabs and seat belts (separating them from equipment)
- informed of the scope of work and that the site works are preceded by on site Hazard Identification Risk Assessment
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MISSION – VISION
VALUES

VISION

RAPID strives to offer industry the most comprehensive range of specialised industrial cleaning and environmental solutions, at a fair price, while maintaining the highest levels of safety, quality and service delivery.

MISSION

Communicate actively with industry to provide specialised technical cleaning and environmental solutions that are both innovative and sustainable to enable clients to increase productivity, reduce costs and...
Rapid Spill Response™ is South Africa’s first and most authentic Environmental Cleanup Company. Established in 2000, Rapid Spill Response™ set the benchmark for industry and our practices are respected throughout. Above all, we continue to operate on a candid level.

In all areas of operations, Rapid Spill Response™ will observe and adhere to the following principles:

1. SAFETY
2. QUALITY
3. SERVICE DELIVERY

At Rapid Spill Response™ we strongly believe in a honest, competitive ethic and market.
MEMBERSHIPS AND REGISTRATIONS

Rapid Spill Response™ is:

- Certified BBBEE Level 4
- Registered Waste Transporter
- CAIA Member
- Fire Protection Association Member
- Institute of Waste Management Member
- Approved Sasol Emergency Response Contractor
- Proudly South African Member
- Registered with the Department of Labour as Asbestos Contractor
RESOURCES

All our QMS is managed in accordance with ISO 9001 and we pride ourselves in our ability to manage our resources internally to ensure quality service delivery.

Our systems are second party audited and we receive very positive feedback. We are also complimented on our strong QMS, EMS and General Management systems.

EQUIPMENT
Equipment use, maintenance and general management is controlled and structured to avoid unnecessary downtime.

PERSONNEL
At Rapid Spill Response™ we take performance very seriously and we ensure that all our staff are measured through a formal Key Performance Management system to ensure quality of workmanship.

INTERNAL PROCESSES
All management processes are contained in a formal management system, these processes are internally audited to ensure continual improvement of our internal systems.
RESPONSE TIMES

Gauteng - 30min – 2 Hrs
Limpopo - 5 – 7 Hrs
North West - 2 – 5 Hrs
Free State - 3 – 6 Hrs
Northern C - 6 – 10 Hrs

LESOTHO - 5 Hrs to border
NAMIBIA - 5 Hrs to border
BOTSWANA - 5 Hrs to border
ZIMBABWE - 7Hrs to border
MOZAMBIQUE - 9Hrs to border
SWAZILAND - 7Hrs to border

Above travelling times are based on the vehicle travelling 80kms per hour (4 ton trucks with crew cabs)
AWARDED CONTRACTS
Engen Inland emergency response contractor (3 years)
City Power emergency response contractor (2 years)
Transnet Engineering emergency response contractor (2 years)
Eskom Distribution emergency response contractor (4 years
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ACSA Jet fuel Spillage

Volume of spillage: Estimated 1 million litre jet fuel spillage
Impact: Spillage migrated from the airport into surrounding storm water drains and Blaauwpan dam.
Project Duration: +/- 2 Years
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Transnet Freight Rail – Diesel Spill

Volume of spillage: Unknown (Estimated 100 000L) from railway tanker
Impact: Spillage migrated from the depot into surrounding soil and into the underlying storm water system. The diesel drained into a vlei-land and migrated approximately 1 – 2km.
Project Duration: 1 Year
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Majuba Power Station – Dam De-watering

Dam volume: +/-1 million litres water & +/-500 000m³ sludge/silt
Impact: Project work. Client required natural dam to be de-watered, silt and sludge removed and the dam surface to be re-levelled.

Project Duration: 3 Months
ULTRA High Pressure Jetting
Heavy Industrial Plant Cleaning
Super Sucker Services
Tank and Silo Cleaning
Liquid Pumping and Fuels Filtration
Decontamination
Ultra High Pressure Jetting

Water Jetting is a rapidly growing technology used in the industrial cleaning and surface preparation industry. We have a wide range of water jetting pumps (from 250-2800bar) and accessories to maximise any water jetting application. More importantly we have the expertise and correct global partners to offer any solution you may require.

Our Water Jetting service is available 24hrs a day and able to clean the following contaminated areas:
- Separator systems
- Sumps, pits and manholes
- Tank cleaning processes
- Road marking removal
- Surface preparation

Benefits of using our Water Jetting Service:
- Environmentally Friendly process
- Ideal for surface preparation
- Efficient process – saves costs
- Ideal for industrial cleaning
- Minimal waste disposal
- Removes difficult product (i.e. paint)
- Saves you money
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Rapid Spill Response™ can assist with the restoration of burnt factories, warehouses and other areas.

Rapid Spill Response™ assists fire investigators, insurance companies as well as consultants and directly with the client where applicable.

We ensure that the waste is separated (disposal, recycling and other) and provide our clients with comprehensive reporting afterwards.
Rapid Spill Response™ owns a 9000KL Super Sucker with a wet ring NASH vacuumation system. Our Super Sucker also consists of an on-board High Pressure washing system that is used to clean on site systems during our cleaning phase.

Our Super Sucker is available 24hrs a day and able to vacuum out the following contaminated areas:
- Separator systems
- Sumps and pits
- Manholes
- Oil holding dams
- Excavations containing contaminated water

Benefits of using our Super Sucker:
- Safe and legal disposal of your waste
- Trained and skilled personnel
- Recovery of product or re-use
- Fast and effective
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Tank and Silo Cleaning

Confined space cleaning is preceded by a Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment and a clear method statement.

All confined space entry works have a Safety Officer assigned to the work as well as a confined space supervisor that determines the LEL levels and Oxygen levels before and monitoring during work.

Tank and silo cleaning work could include the following:
- Above ground horizontal and vertical tanks containing HFO, Acid, Diesel, LRP etc.
- Reactor cleaning
- Silo cleaning containing HEF/Matrix, cement dust, ball shot, sandblasting sand etc.

The benefits of using Rapid Spill Response™ to clean storage tanks are:
- Highly skilled and trained personnel using site specific equipment
- Consistent air monitoring
- Compliance to legal confined space entry procedures
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Rapid Spill Response™ owns a variety of pumps and equipment, enabling our teams to assist clients with the pumping out of product from underground storage tanks as well as above ground storage tanks, road tankers and other product holding containers.

This service is required by clients whom transports and stores products and requires tanks to be reconditioned or tanks that are leaking requiring maintenance.

Product transfers are also required by transporters with overloaded loads at weighbridges.
Decontamination

Rapid can decontaminate areas containing traces of contamination as a result of transportation, works processes etc.

Decontamination work could include the following:
- Decontamination of containers
- Decontamination of laboratories
- Decontamination of truck trailers

The benefits of using Rapid Spill Response™ to decontaminate your assets are:
- Highly skilled and trained personnel using site specific equipment
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Emergency Spill Response
Waste Management
Soil Remediation
Herbicide Application
What do you get when we do work for you?
- Dedicated standby teams to facilitate calls and dispatch the workforce accordingly.
- Highly skilled and trained teams to execute work.
- Safe travelling to site (personnel separated from equipment and transported inside crew-cabs).
- Personal Protective Equipment issued pre-work.
- Work preceded by Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment process.

And Post-Work?
- A full colour report emailed to all clients.
- Auditability of all reports and invoices.
- Information leaflets to keep clients informed of latest trends in industry
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Emergency Spill Response is where it all started. With over 15 years’ experience in the field, Rapid Spill Response™ understands what it takes to effectively clean up sites that have a potential of affecting the natural environment.

Our teams are available 24/7 to respond to a variety of spillage types.

**Emergency spillage related works include (but are not limited to):**
- Road tanker roll overs
- Hydrocarbon spillages in factories, warehouses, railway sidings, airside and High Voltage sites
- Medical centre body fluids cleaning
- Chemical spillage cleaning
- Load shifts and corrections
- Natural dam pollution cleaning

**Service Level Agreement:**
As a specialised service offering to our clients we promote the signing of a SLA (Service Level Agreement) with us appointing us as their preferred service provider. Benefits include:
- 5% discount on our Clean and Safe products
- 1 free site assessment to determine possible risks on site and recommend mitigatory action etc.
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Waste Management

All industries generate waste during their manufacturing processes. Waste disposal methods for these processes are always a waste management headache to our clients.

At Rapid Spill Response™ we provide the best and most cost effective solutions for waste management in industry. We also provide our clients with a variety of options.

We provide the following services in our waste management profile:
- 1m³ waste bin placement and removal hazardous waste, hydrocarbon waste, liquid waste and recyclable waste
- Sampling to identify waste streams
- Crane lifting services to remove redundant/damaged underground storage tanks
- Waste storage consumables to place generated waste into (see our Clean and Safe products section)
- Service station upgrades, contaminated soil removal and safe disposal

Rapid Spill Response™ recommend that all clients keep a register with all Product Data Sheets (PDS) for products used on site. This will speed up the waste disposal quoting process and is required by OHSA irrespectively.
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Polluted Soil Remediation

What is Bio-Remediation?
Bio-remediation can be defined as any process that use microorganisms, fungus, green plants or other enzymes to return the natural environment, altered by contaminants, to its original condition.

Bio-remediation can be employed to attack specific soil contaminants, such as degrading of chlorinated hydrocarbons by bacteria. An example of a more general approach is the cleanup of oil spills by addition of nitrate or sulphate fertilisers to facilitate the decomposition of oil by indigenous or erogenous bacteria. Rapid Spill Response™ has extensive experience in the bio-remediation and restoration of polluted and contaminated sites. Rapid Spill Response™ utilise a variety of products and methods, depending on the risk status of the site.

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS to remediate polluted soil:
Remediation of polluted soil is classified as “waste treatment”. All site requiring polluted soil remediation MUST, as per the waste regulations, be registered as waste treatment sites.
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Herbicide Application

Vegetation growing inside sub stations and other yards, that protect high valued assets, are a fire hazard.

Rapid can assist clients by creating fire breaks and applying herbicide to unwanted vegetation.

We provide the following services in our sub station and general yard maintenance profile:

- Herbicide application using registered PCO (Pest control officers);
- Fire breaks construction on the outside of yards
- General yard maintenance (waste removal and safe disposal)
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ASBESTOS STRIPPING AND DEMOLITION

Asbestos Stripping and Removal
Re-Sheeting and Re-Insulating
Maintenance on Asbestos Products
Demolition of Asbestos Buildings
Asbestos Removal

Rapid Spill Response™ is registered with the Department of Labour as an Asbestos Contractor. We also have a CIDB 2SE grading, permitting us to do demolition work.

All demolition work executed are superseded by an Asbestos Work Plan drafted by an AAIA. (An AAIA is an Asbestos Approved Inspection Authority). All teams follow these Work Plans religiously during asbestos demolition/removal works.

Asbestos works include (but are not limited to):
- Demolition of Asbestos buildings
- Asbestos roof sheeting removal
- Asbestos ceiling and wall board removal
- Asbestos lagging removal around valves, furness ovens insulation, pipelines and other insulated areas
- Asbestos cement products removal (trench covers, decorative items and other)
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Spill control
Absorbents
Wipers
Workplace safety
Maintenance
Storage and material handling
Containment
PPE replacement
Absorbents

Loose absorbents
Booms
Polypropylene mats
Truck mats
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Wipers

Universal wipes
Hand towels
Floor and wall stands
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Workplace Safety

Road cones
Barricading
Safety signs and stickers
Decontamination stations
Emergency key boxes
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Maintenance
Sanitisers
Degreasers
Brooms
Shovels
Epoxy sticks
Drum repair kits
Leak diverters
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Storage and material handling

- Aluminium oil storage trolleys
- Waste containers
- Fluorescent tube crushers
- Drum storage racks and cabinets
- Drum trolleys
- Oil water Separators and Skimmers
- Drum funnels
- Over drums
- Recycling containers
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Containment
Steel bunds
Drip trays
Oil water Separators
Permanent booms
Portable bunds
Spill Decks
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PPE Replacement
Body, eye, respiratory and hand protection
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Hazardous Materials

- Spill Kit Training
- Basic Hazmat Training
- Handling of Hazardous Materials Emergencies (Chlorine)
- Handling of Hazardous Materials Emergencies (Ammonia)
- Handling of Hazardous Materials Emergencies (LP Gas)
- Handling of Hazardous Materials Emergencies (Cyanide)
- Introduction to Hazardous Materials
- Hazmat First Responder - Awareness Level NFPA 472
- Hazmat First Responder - Operational Level NFPA 472
- Transportation of Dangerous Goods

Fire Fighting

- Portable Extinguisher Handling
- Fundamentals of Fire Safety (Fire Warden, Fire Marshal)
- Safe Use of Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
- Self Contained Breathing Apparatus Advanced Level
- Fire Preparedness
- Fire Fighting in the Workplace
- Industrial Fire Fighting Preliminary Level
- Industrial Fire Fighting Intermediate Level
- Industrial Fire Fighting Advanced Level
- Grass and Wildland Fire Fighting
- Incident Commander

Medical

- First Aid Level One
- First Aid Level Two
- First Aid Level One and Two (Combined)
- First Aid Level Three

Rescue

- Rope Rescue Level One
- Rope Rescue Level Two
- Confined Space Rescue – Non Entry Retrieval

Safety

- Evacuation Officers
- Health and Safety Representative
- Safe Working at Heights
- Safe Working at Heights - Rescue
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SHEQ and Auditing

Rapid Spill Response™ can also assist our clients with GAP Audits. All audits are conducted with a **MMGT SHE Auditor**.

Rapid Spill Response™ also assist clients with the following OHSA compliance:
- Site assessments
- Emergency preparedness (Mock incidents)
- Safety File compilation assistance.
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Awards

Rapid Spill Response™ has over the past few years been awarded a multitude of awards, ranging from product of the year, to safety champions of the quarter.

At Rapid Spill Response™ we pride ourselves in our operating priorities and will on an on-going basis adhere to these principles whether internally or externally when rendering a service to all clients!
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